
Stewardship: Caring for our World - Year 2

Our character virtues this term are courtesy, community, generosity and practicality.  They will be actively caught, recognised and celebrated in daily life both 
in and out of school; sought through opportunities across the whole curriculum; and taught through our programme of collective worship, character education 
and PSHE.

Community will be developed through a focus on rebuilding and consolidating  links within our local community, the church and various charities, 
including Edukid and Harbour. We will go out into the community and work actively to improve it through volunteering. Our school council will provide us 
with opportunities to improve our school community for everyone involved. 

We will be innovative in our approach to our learning, considering ways in which we can develop and improve our school environment and the coastal environment in 
our locality. We will explore links to source funding and equipment and will use technology to research and communicate. 

In English, we will be studying the core text, ‘TIDY and will write letters from the animals. Later in the term we will be writing poems using ‘The Fox’ as inspiration. We 
will also continue to work on the year 2 programme of study for Spelling, punctuation and grammar and to develop our reading comprehension skills. In RE, we will 
consider what is The ‘Good News’ Christians believe in? And what makes some places sacred to believers? In science, we will focus on the skill of observation and 
investigate which materials degrade in salty sea water. We will use geographical skills to explore coastlines and learn about the different physical and human features of 
coastal regions. In PSHE we will consider our rights and responsibilities linked to community and consider how we and others are growing and changing. In maths, we 
will continue to follow power maths. 


